


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TLDR: People like to buy meme coins (just look at the SHIB INU and Dogecoin!) Those 

communities are passionate and absolutely huge! Meme coins also pump harder than any 

other crypto currency! PulseDogecoin aims to create the ultimate scarce meme coin to live on 

PulseChain natively and help onboard the currently missing market participants of meme coins. 

The only people to receive these meme coins for free are a certain class of crypto Stakers (HEX 

Stakers, aka Strongest Diamond hands. The distribution of PLSD is fair and does not unfairly 

benefit existing whales. The claim process is limited in time. Let the fun begin! 

 

Key Takeaways 

• Meme coins pump the hardest among all crypto currencies, just look at the charts! 

• No expectations of profit from the work of others 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

A meme coin might sound dumb, who would ever want to own a meme coin? Who 

would ever pay actual money for a coin that was created as a joke? 

The Answer: everyone except for you, the person asking such a silly question 

in the first place. 

The world is full of people and those people like dogs. A crypto currency that 

has a dog on the coin’s logo sells. It’s really that simple! People like to buy 

what their friends like to buy because human nature triggers this Fear of 

missing out emotion. trading cards, Hot Wheels, Beanie Babies, NFTs, dog coins, 

etc. are just among a few objects in the world created to sell “scarcity”.  

 

Whether you realize it, tens of millions of people in the world actively hold 

and value Meme Coins, so much so that the Largest Crypto Exchanges offer it: 

Coinbase, FTX, Binance, etc., and even the World's Richest Man (Elon Musk) can't 

stop Tweeting about it! 

Coin's such as Shiba Inu and Dogecoin have performed just as well or even 

better than HEX, doing thousands of multiples outperforming nearly all 

other "useful" cryptos! Don't believe me, check out the chart from 

lookintohex.com below: 
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That being said, Pulsedogecoin has been created to accomplish the goal of 

becoming the ultimate scarce meme coins for PulseChain!  

 

* If you have no idea what PulseChain is Please check out pulsechain.com * 

 

It is important that a Meme Coin be created by the HEX and PulseChain 

Community so we can Adopt, Modify, and Lead the Meme Coin Narrative Going 

Forward! If we want to onboard the world into crypto, we must create that 

which the world wants.... Meme Coins! 

It is also important that you, the reader, support this meme coin on PulseChain 

because it has been created for the good of the community, by the community, 

given to the community. If we don’t create it, someone else will! If it’s not 

created by the hex community, you will likely not be a part of it and That is 

not a situation you or I want to be in. This is Completely organic and grass 

roots, just like the original DOGECOIN and even HEX! 

 

 

NARRATIVE 

 

ALL CRYPTO IS JUST A NARRATIVE, WHETHER IT BE Peer-to-Peer money, anonymous 

cash, World computer, native internet money, Trustless interest, etc. This is 

just marketing for selling the idea to people to have them buy and hold the 

crypto. At the end of the day, this is the only part that Actually matters. 

Therefore, airdropping to provably the strongest holders in crypto: HEX 

Stakers, is the best way to have people hold for a very long time thus 

lessening selling pressure for said crypto=.  

HEXicans like to prove ourselves to the overall crypto community and to the 

world that we are the best holders, the most Diamond handed, the most 

passionate group so therefore we hold the cryptos we care about for the 

greatest amount of time! This process over time generates value in the 

modern internet era.  

It is time to adopt the premier meme coin, dogecoin for PulseChain into our 

ecosystem to capture the imagination of all crypto enthusiasts so that we 

may onboard a wider audience, the meme coin audience! Seriously, just look at 

the meme coin community, it’s absolutely huge! 
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DESIGN 
 

The Design of PulseDogecoin is to be scarce. Nearly all meme coins in existence 

have massive token/coin supply. PLSD is different in that there can only ever 

be a maximum supply of up to 12M coins. This supply of 12M can only be reached 

if all available claim addresses included in the whitelisted set of addresses 

claim within the first 100 days! If fewer than 100 percent of addresses claim 

there will then be fewer than 12M coins ever! 

All coins, whether meme coins or not, have taken the road of having more 

circulating supply than less. Compared to Bitcoin, nearly every 

cryptocurrency has an astoundingly high supply. This is argued that high 

supply objects have a unit bias, meaning humans like to own a lot of things 

more than a little, I get that, but I argue that for something to be scarce it 

must be low in number compared to potential participants! That is why 

Dogecoin for PulseChain is going where no meme coin has ever gone before, 

having an incredibly low supply, even lower than Bitcoins! Gone are the days 

of owning several millions or billions of -insert name of random meme coin-. 

Its time for people to realize that if you want the world’s most scarce meme 

coin you will have to own only a portion, if you are lucky!  
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 
 

 

PLSD ‘s token distribution model is designed to reward the “middle class” of HEX 

stakers. So basically, the vast majority of PLSD that can be claimed & Minted 

are to those who own between 0.01 percent and 0.000001 percent of the HEX.com 

Staking shares.  

 

*If you don’t understand HEX staking, please check out the HEX layman’s guide 

here* 

 

 
 

This distribution model is designed to fairly reward the majority of addresses 

involved in HEX Staking. This model prevents existing HEX whales from initially 

holding the price performance down causing stagnated adoption. Other 

projects that have previously launched rewarded hex stakers by share size 

so much so that the coin is ultimately in the complete control of the existing 

whales! This tends to lead to only a few whales who do not see value in said 

project to absolutely kill the price while smaller fish try their hardest to 

buy up the massive extra supply but ultimately fail to do so. We deserve a 

better opportunity to grow together with a project rather than live in 

suffering as the very few offload their supply.  We deserve Pulsedogecoin!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P0ZDaBQx4ghkdX5IUwZb1n8ThvYf7i22MSt9Gm00JRU/edit#heading=h.aig2evxrf195
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CONCLUSION 
 

To conclude, Meme coins pump hard, basically harder than any other “useful” 

crypto so why not create one and airdrop it to the best holders in crypto 

fairly? if you want more details, visit the main site: pulsedogecoin.com or 

reach out to the ever-growing hex, PulseChain, and PulseDogecoin community 

for insight! 

 

Key Takeaways 

 

• Claim your PLSD 

• HOLD your PLSD 

• Win 


